
Good News Gallery 
of 

Excellent Work



St Michael’s shows support for the NHS and our local hospitals

St Michael’s has donated all of the safety goggles and
glasses from our Science and DT departments to the Lewisham
NHS trust who arrange procurement for Guys and St Thomas’ and
Lewisham hospitals.

The college also organised for other local secondary schools to
donate their safety equipment and
co-ordinated the collection of the items to the NHS trust.



Students show their support for the NHS

Mr S Kelly has organised an NHS poster tribute challenge as part of 
the House competitions that we are running remotely at the moment 
and there has been a fantastic response with over 100 
entries so far. 

In line with government guidelines we also have a very small number of 
students attending college each day whose parents are both key 
workers. 

These students have also created posters which have been placed in 
the college windows facing out into the street to show our support.



St Michael’s House Competitions

House competition sign 
up Challenge

We are pleased to report that over 
700 students have signed up 
for the house competition challenge 
and will be taking part in a 
series of house competitions 
whilst the college is closed.

“Keepy uppy” toilet roll 
challenge

Inspired by a competition on social media, St Michael’s 
students were asked to participate in this challenge as one 

of the house competitions. The winner was Liam M-B 
in 10VI.



Good News: St Michael’s Students Continue to Strive for Academic Excellence

Ms Corcoran has been inundated with emails from teachers containing outstanding examples 

of work that St Michael’s students have been completing at home.

It is fantastic to know that our students are still demonstrating their RUAH values through their continued 

commitment to their education and positive attitude to learning at home.



Students nominated by their teachers for 
producing outstanding work

English

Miss Yon

Camila and Nancy 
(Year 10 )

For 

excellent poetry 

analysis

8S
for 

high quality responses to 

questions on 

“Much Ado About Nothing”



Students nominated by 
their teachers for 

producing outstanding 
work

MFL

Ms Horsburgh

Sylvia D (Year 11) 

For 

excellent effort in her written work 

and a fantastic response to teacher 

feedback which she used to further 

improve her work.



Students nominated by their 
teachers for producing 

outstanding work

Maths

Mr Wells

Maria N. (Year 9)

and 

Chanel M   (Year 10)

Mr Scott 

Year 8  Maths class 

For  a fabulous response  from the 
class overall, but Albert  went above 

and beyond and made a video to 
explain his solution. 

Click here to see video



By Maria N.



By Chanel M.



Students nominated by their 
teachers for producing 

outstanding work

Mrs Hayward
Year 10

Keziah L, 

Kiera M, 

Nicky M 

and Teresa AMaths



Keziah



Kiera –
Trigonom work

Nicky



Theresa



Students nominated by their 
teachers for producing 

outstanding work

Ms Stott
Y9

Daniel D

Y8 

Malachi G

Y7

Catalina H, 

Lina G, 

Paul B 

for producing great Maths work.

Maths



8Y3 Malachi G.- angles on a straight line 
and at a point (26 Mar 2020) 7Y2 Catalina H.T     9M1 Daniel D.



7Y2 Lina G.B.

7Y2 Paul B.



Students nominated by their teachers 
for producing outstanding work

Ms Garcia

Year 11 
Excellent work produced by 

Weronika, 

Elmina, 

Kassandra, 

Serena, 

Nathan

and David

Year 13

Rob I

Maths



Nathan-Solving Quadratic Equations with Graphs
Robert I – Variable Acceleration Unit 
Test



Kassandra-
Manipulating powers

Kassandra-
Manipulating powers

Serena



David Weronika



Elmina Pedro



1

Nina

2 3
4



Students nominated by 
their teachers for 

producing outstanding 
work

Miss R Casey

7D - Julia P

She always creates new work for herself, not simply replying to my task and 
achieved 100% on the Easter Quiz we set. 

8M - Gery V

The effort she has put in has been outstanding, completing every challenge! 
She has also done really well on the end of unit test and achieved 5/5 on her 
exam question.

8B - Harry N

Excellent effort in the classwork done but additionally received the top mark 
in the class in the Easter test. 

8S - Jordan G.

His work is incredibly well done and he didn't skip a single task. He received 
5/5 from me on his exam question.

RE



Julia – 7D



21 3

Gery – 8M



Harry -8B



Jordan  – 8S

Jordan – 8S



Students nominated by 
their teachers for 

producing outstanding 
work

Miss R Casey

9M - Kacper M

Excellent effort, completing all the tasks, including Challenge and Mega 
Challenge tasks. Additionally, he received 5/5 on his exam question.

9A - Jermaine A

He has answered every question and all of his work is clearly his own. He 
has also made corrections when he has been asked a question.

10X1 - Krystian A

His writing is of a high level for GCSE RE  and he has achieved top marks in 
his end of unit exam scoring the highest in the class.

11Y1 - The whole class: Their effort has not faltered at all!
They're actively chasing me for more work and want to show what they're 
capable of. Special mentions to Nikoletta, Patrick E and Ellie F 

RE



Kacper – 9M



Jermaine – 9A



Krystian – 10X1



Nikoletta – 11Y1



Students nominated by 
their teachers for 

producing outstanding 
work

Mr Lomax
Year 10 

Chanel M ( on the left) and Emily M (on the right) 

excellent responses to landscape painting task

Art



Students nominated by 
their teachers for 

producing outstanding 
work

Mr Martin

Year 11
in particular excellent 9-mark extended writing from:

Elmina, Charles, Jacob, Matthew, 

Fiona, Natalia, Ellie, Nathan and Alfie.

Excellent response well to teacher edits and suggestions: 

Ayoola, Isaac, Xavier, Genesis, and 

Dylan.

Geography



Students nominated by 
their teachers for 

producing outstanding 
work

Mr Williams
7S excellent response from the class to the “Castle Challenge” from all 

students, showing resourcefulness and ingenuity 

with special mentions going to

Crystal and Rahylen.

Click here for the complete Castle PresentationHistory





Estate agent Sales document

Front of the castle

Barbicans

At the front of the castle, there are two barbicans which can be manned by your best soldiers. Barbicans - due 
to its round shape - can deflect things thrown at it easily which means that your castle can survive many 
attacks. There is a 360 view from the top which can be used by those who you have employed to be look-
outs. There are also two more at the back for those who want to intrude your castle in different ways. They 
also have spiral stairs leading to the roof so that if attackers do manage to find a way into this castle, it will be 
harder to attack as the defenders will always had an advantage point- they can run down and point their 
swords down giving them better chances of making a kill.

Front arrow slits

Arrow slits are used by archers to fire arrows at those who want to attack this castle. We have designed it so 
that the archers have more than enough room to shoot from their holes but the attackers have an extremely 
low chance of even getting one arrow through. There is also a wide shooting range where they will be able to 
shoot at many people in different areas of the front of the castle. The arrow slits are at different heights, 
ensuring you can get the best aim.

For the complete description click on this link: 





For the complete description click on this link: 



Thank you for 
sharing your amazing 

work!


